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1. INTRODUCTION

Satellite links which use microwave frequency bands are essentially

governed by free space propagation as the up and downlinks are line of

sight paths. As such, the calculation of the received C/N ratio is

straightforward in "clear sky" conditions.

However, there are a number of factors which can affect the strength of the

received carrier and render the link unuseable for a short time. The

reliability can be improved by designing the link with a certain margin. On

satellite links rain attenuation is the most significant factor which gives

rise to fades. Refractive effects in the atmosphere are usually small as the

elevated satellite path traverses the atmosphere quickly. Satellite links are

usually designed with only 2-3 dB fade margin in the UK. This gives

acceptable S/N and also acceptable reliability.

2. FREE SPACE PROPAGATION

At SHE it is usually more convenient to consider how POWER DENSITY

(W/m^) varies with distance rather than field strength (rms V/m). This

relates conveniently to antenna APERTURE and leads to the definition of

PATH LOSS or FREE SPACE ATTENUATION (FSA).

2.1 Power Densitv (Pd in W/m^)

Consider an isotropic transmitting antenna (i.e. an isotrope). This is

an antenna which radiates equally in directions. If it is fed with

a power Pt (Watts), then the power density P^ a distance d metres

away in fi:ee space will be :

Pd = Pr,/4%

(W/m')

Tx.

jsoTt^ope -

u

Pt-h; ^ PU

i
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This is related to the field strength E (rms V/m) :

■ Pd = E'/Zo

where, Zo = characteristic

impedance of free

space (1207C Q ~ 377 £i)

For an antenna with power gain Gi (relative to an isotrope),

Pd = ( Gi . Pt ) / 4 71 d'

(in direction of gain Gi)

Where, eirp = P^ . Gi (in Watts)

In dB notation,

Pd = ' eirp ' - 10 logio 4 tc d^

dBW/m^ ; dBw' dB(m')

And, eirp = P^ + Gi

dBW dBW dBi

The term + 10 logjo 4 7t d^ is called the spreading loss

(dB(m^)).Hhis will be met again in the "Satellite Link Budget"

handout.

2.2 RF Aperture (Ap in m^)

The RF APERTURE (Ap) of an antenna is related to the gain and

represents the "collecting area" of of the antenna if it is being used

to receive a signal. The term is commonly used at microwave

frequencies as it is often related closely to the PHYSICAL

APERTURE of some tjrpical SHF antennas (e.g. parabolic dishes).

RF aperture is defined by considering the power received by a

correctly matched antenna sitting in a particular power density :

Pr (W) = (W/m^) X Ap (m^)
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2.3 RF Aperture of an Isotrope

It can be shown that ! the rf aperture of an isotrope is frequency

dependent. In fact :

Ap (isotrope) = / 4 tc (m^)

2.4 Relationship between RF Aperture (Ap) and Gain of anv Antfinna

If the gain of an antenna is expressed as a power ratio then this will

be directly proportional to the rf aperture as each will affect the

power received for a given power density. In fact: ^

Ap (any antenna) = Gi x / 4 k

where, Gi is the power gain of the antenna with respect to an

isotrope.

The rf aperture mav be related to the physical aperture (e.g. « 60%

of a parabohc dish area) or not (e.g. a A/2 dipole).

2.5 Gain of a parabolic Dish Antenna _

For a circular aperture parabolic dish, ^
Physical Aperture = (tc / 4)

So, RF Aperture (Ap) = q (tc / 4)

Where, t] = aperture efficiency

Now, Gain (Gi) = +10 log^o (Ap/ (XV4n))

So, Gain (Gi) = +20 log^o (^ (nD/X))

2.6 Path Loss (Free Space Attenuation.FSA)

This parameter is of fundamental importance for all propagation

paths involving space wave propagation. It is defined as "the ratio
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of the transmitted and received powers assuming isotropic antennas

at each end of the path in free space". It is usually quoted in +dB.

Iso+r.ft Xso-frope
X X —^

< ̂

i.e. Path Loss (dB) = +10 logjo ( Ft / Pr )

But, Pr = ( Pt / ) x / 4n)

So, Path Loss (dB) =

^ N.B. the path loss is frequency dependent!

e.g. Calculate the path loss for a satellite link at:

(a) 14 GHz (up link in Ku band)

(b) 11 GHz (downlink in Ku band).

Assume a slant path distance of 40,000 km in both cases.

2.7 Received carrier Power (0)

The power received into a matched termination can now easily be

calculated for a FREE SPACE PATH.

w

C = Pt + Gt - FSA + Gr

dBW dBW dBi dB dB

- eirp - FSA + Gr

dBW dB dBi
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This formula can be used to calculate the received carrier to noise

ratio if the effective noise input to the receiver can be calculated.

This in turn will then determine the demodulated signal to noise

ratio. This calculation is called a LINK BUDGET.

e.g. calculate the received carrier level (C) from a satelhte with an

eirp of 46 dBW at a frequency of 11 GHz. The gain of the

receiving antenna is 44 dBi. Assume the slant path length is

40,000 km.

2.7 Slant Path Length (d)

For greater accuracy in link budget calculations the formula below

can be used :

d = 35,785 ( 1 + 0.4199 (1 - cos km

J

Where, E

And, A

And, B

arc cos ( cos A x cos B)

Longitude^^teiiite" Longitudegi^ ° E)

LatitudOgite (always +ve angle whether ° N

or°S)

2.8 Propagation Delav

The propagation delay on a satellite link depends on the actual path

lengths involved on the up and downlinks. The maximum and

minimum times for the combined up and down link are obtained from

the diagram below :

Geostationary Earth Coverage

R, = Earth radius = 6378 km
R„ = satellite altitude = 35 786 km
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■MIN2 ĉ

238 ms

And■MAX

2 (B„ + J?a) cos

284 msr

17.4"

Where, Rg (Earth's radius) = 6378 km

And, Rg (satellite altitude) = S5185km

The delays are not particularly important on one way feeds except for
TDMA where synchronization is important. However, delays do have

a noticeable effect on two way circuits involving speech/vision, e.g.

interviews. Such circuits must usually be limited to one satellite

"hop".

3. ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION

Atmospheric gases (which includes water vapour) cause some attenuation

to SHE signals. The loss increases with frequency (only important for f >

1 GHz) and also with decrease in elevation angle. The latter effect is due

to the increased path traversing the atmosphere.

W
' ' I I ' I I I I—I

2 4-6 6 10
elevation, deg

Attenuation due to atmospheric absorption for water vapour density p - Sgfrri^
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Typical figures for a Ku band link :

Latm (up) = 0.4 dB

(down) = 0.3 dB

4. RAIN ATTENUATION

All forms of precipitation (rain, hail, fog, snow) absorb SHF signals. Again

the loss increases with fi-equency and decrease in elevation angle.

Heavy rain causes the most loss. Dry snow does not cause much loss unless

it gathers on the antenna and feed system ! Clouds are usually only

important above 30 GHz. The loss is dependent on the liquid water

content.

The prediction of rain loss on a satellite path is compUcated and involves

many factors. The COIR method (see report 564-3) calculates a loss which

is not exceeded for a certain % of the year or for the worst month. If the

satellite link is designed to include this margin, this translates into a

certain link availability. The calculation involves :

(a) rainfall statistics for the E/S site (this lists the % of time for which

certain rainfall rates are exceeded in different parts of the World).

(b) slant path length in the rain bearing part of the atmosphere (depends

on E/S altitude ASL, E/S latitude, elevation angle).

(c) firequency.

Rainfall Intensity exceeded (n^mfh) for specified time percen
tages

Percentage

of timeABCDE

Rain climatic zones

F G H J KLMNP

1.0
-12312328224512

0.3123534741367111534

0.123586812. 10201215223565

0.0356913121520182823334065105

0.018121519222830323542606395145

0.0031421262941544555457010595140200

0.001223242427078658355100150120180250
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5. POLARIZATION
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Rain climatic zones (60'E-150'W)

5.1 Introduction

The POLARIZATION of an EM (electromagnetic) wave is defined as

the direction of the E-field. There are two broad categories :

(a) Linear

viz. vertical, and horizontal

(b) Circular

viz. clockwise (right hand circular or RHO) and

anticlockwise (left hand circular or LHC).

In hnearly polarized signals the direction of the E-field remains the

same as the wave travels through space, whereas with circularly

polarized signals the direction of the E-field continually rotates at the

frequency of the signal.

5.2 Cross Polar Discrimination (XPD)

Each broad category has two opposite or orthogonal polarizations. A

receiving antenna designed to receive just one type (e.g. Vertical) will
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theoretically not receive any power on the opposite polarization (i.e.

Horizontal). This CROSS POLAR DISCRIMINATION allows

frequency re-use on satellite links. In practice antennas and feed

systems cannot be designed or engineered to give an XPD better than

about 35 dB. In fact the presence of the atmosphere will scatter

power into the opposite pole and will thereby limit the measured

XPD's to « 40 dB even with perfect antennas.

5.3 Polarization Skew

Due to the three dimensional nature of a typical satellite path, even

if the satelhte signal is radiated with a perfectly vertical or

horizontal polarization, it will appear "skewed" at the receiving E/S.

The amount of skew is constant and depends on the latitude of the

E/S and the difference in longitudes of the E/S and satellite.

Skew Angle ( 0 ) = 90° - arc tan [ ^ degrees {Sin A

A graph of skew angles is shown in the appendix (10.1). It is

important that the feedhom is correctly aligned in the receiving dish

for linear polarization otherwise polarization loss will occur and cross

polar discrimination will suffer.

5.4 X and Y Polarization

On terrestrial links the terms "horizontal" and "vertical" are used to

describe the two main linear polarizations. The terms, of course,

compare the plane of the electric field to the surface of the Earth.

However, on satellite hnks the terms are inappropriate. Even if the

signals from the satellite are radiated with precisely vertical

polarization, the presence of polarization skew will mean that the

signals are not usually received with this polarization. The terms

X and Y polarization are often used instead :

X polarization = nominal horizontal polarization

Y polarization = nominal vertical polarization

o
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To increase isolation between the receive and transmit antennas, the

up and down links for a given channel always use the orthogonal

polarization.

e.g. If the up link uses X pole, the downlink will use Y pole.

5.5 Faradav Rotation

Although satellite link frequencies are far too high to be reflected

from the ionosphere, the presence of free electrons in the ionosphere

and the Earth's magnetic field will cause the plane of polarization of

signals to rotate which pass through. This effect is called Faraday

Rotation. The amount of rotation decreases with increase of

frequency. It is insignificant at 10 GHz (=1°) but can be very large

at 1 GHz (« 100°).

Satellite links using linear polarization wiU suffer polarization loss

if the feed on the receive antenna cannot be rotated to match exactly

the plane of polarization of the incoming signal. More important,

however, is the fact that the XPD will be degraded. Most large E/S's

do have rotatable feeds which can be aligned at a particular time.

However the feed cannot be set exactly for several different channels

being simultaneously received. Also the amount of rotation wiU vary

with time as the ionosphere changes.

Circularly polarized signals are also affected. However, because their

polarization is continually rotating anj^ay, the extra rotational shift

is irrelevant.

Faraday rotation restricts the type of polarization which can be used

on the different frequency bands :

e.g. (a) C Band

Linear polarization is not usually used (N.B. many

domestic US satellites in C band use linear).

Circular Polarization is normally used.
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(b) Ku Band

Linear or Circular Poalrization can be used.

Most telecommunications t5^e satellites use linear (the

antenna's XPD is probably better with linear)

True DBS satellites (e.g. Tele-X, and Thor - originally

called Marco Polo), however, use circular polarization !

6. OTHER FACTORS

6.1 Depolarization

A signal can be depolarized (i.e. its energy can be distributed into

signals with other polarizations) by rain and ice. This Hmits the

maximum XPD possible on a satellite link.

6.2 Scintillation and Refraction

This refers to rapid (« 10 Hz) variations in signal strength caused by

rapid changes in refractive index of the atmosphere which are

sometimes present. Slower fading (« 0.01 Hz) is probably caused by

slight changes in the angle of arrival of a satellite signal.

6.3 Multipath

This is not normally a problem as E/S's are normally sited with a

clear "line of sight" path. However, VSAT's (Very Small Aperture

Terminals) which thereby have large beamwidth antennas such as

are used for mobile satcoms suffer from reflections off the groimd and

buildings. There are standard ways of analysing these situations to

arrive at an average received signal level, and also to predict the

depth and frequency of occurrence of deep fades. This analysis is

important for future satellite DAB although new modiilation

techniques (e.g. COFDM) can minimise multipath effects.
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W

ANTENNA NOISE

A satellite receiving antenna will pick up thermal noise from many

different somces :

(a) Background radiation (from the "Big Bang" « 3 K)

(b) Galactic (e.g. Cygnus X-1)

(c) Atmospheric (from gases in atmosphere)

(d) Ground noise from the surface of the Earth.

This is picked up from either the rx antenna's sidelobes, or the main

lobe on very low elevation paths.

All these factors can be quantified by a "temperature" (the temperature of

a "perfect resistor" which produces the same noise power/Hz) . The SKY

NOISE TEMPERATURE for CLEAR AIR is the sum of the first three

terms. It varies with frequency and elevation amgle. A t5q)ical value is 10

to 20 K. A graph for different elevation angles is shown below :

w

5001-

200

glOO
D

2 50
0)
n.

E
B 20

10

p=n«>

102030 40
frequency, GHz

5060

Sky-noise temperature for dear air

6 is the elevation angle

Solar noise and noise from rain are extra noise contributions.

W

Ground noise (picked up from antenna sidelobes) is typically « 40K. This

adds onto the sky noise to give an ANTENNA NOISE TEMPERATURE.

A typical antenna noise temperature for Ku band for an elevation of 30° is

60K.
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8. INTERFERENCE AND COORDINATION

Satellite frequency channels are re-used :

(a) on different satellites at different orbital positions

(b) on the same satelhte with opposite polarizations and/or different

footprint antennas

(c) by terrestrial links.

There is, therefore, a very real problem that interference is possible

between all these transmitting and receiving stations. Before a new fixed

E/S (or portable SNG terminal) can obtain a tx clearance to up-link very

detailed calculations are done (by DTI) to try to predict the possible

interference to other co-channel users. This involves plotting a coordination

area on a map within which interference is possible. This is done by

considering line of sight propagation and all the mechanisms which extend

this range (viz. super-reffaction/ducting, scattering off rain, etc.). If there

is a problem authority will not be granted to up-link.

e.g.

mode 1 contour
coordination contour

Note: mode 1 does not include
rein scatter

Typical earth station coordination area

Earth station; London

Satellite: INTELSAT VFA

• •.325.5»E
TX freq : K.25 GHz

O
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9. SATELLITE AND TERRESTRIAL MICROWAVE LINKS COMPARED

e.g. Fixed terrestrial SHF Link in 7 GHz band, and a 3m transportable TV

up-link satellite terminal in Ku band. Typical figures :

ParameterTerrestrialSatelhte

path length60 km40,000 km

FSA140 dB205 dB

Tx Power5 W600 W

Antenna Gain40 dBi40 dBi

Rain Atten.InsignificantSignificant

(main factor

producing fades)

Atmospheric

refraction

Significant

(main factor

producing fades)

Insignificant

Fade margin40 dB2-3 dB (usually

sufficient)

Availability99.99 %similar to terrestrial

V
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10. APPENDIX POLARIZATION SKEW

uiO
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R.W. PENMAN/RWP/SaTPROP

10/11/95


